Discover “First” Wonders
Special 6 Class Series

Enjoy “6 weeks of wonder” and discover our world, light, sound and
sensory explorations, movement and more! This tailor made series is
designed to provide infants with important “firsts”; first discoveries of
what they can do, how things look and feel and the first opportunity to
begin to connect and wonder about the world around them...
Week 1: We’re going on a bear hunt!
In our first week, children will go on a Bear Hunt that
evokes all their senses. Sensory experiences from the
sounds of the jungle to all the different textured and
natural elements we would find during the hunt! Beautiful
sights of the dark forest will be projected through sensory
bags on the light table, and children can also look forward
to experiencing a snowstorm with cotton balls, ladles and
tongs supporting fine motor skill development.

Week 4: Encounters with Fabric
We will connect last weeks self-discovery with this weeks
tactile discovery enhancing our sense of touch. Fabric
being a common material children are familiar with, we
will invite children to enhance their fine motor skills
exploring the different types of colourful fabric!
Children will be able to wrap themselves up, walk, crawl
and even play peek-a boo with their families using
various types of fabrics.

Week 2: The Animal World
This week children will experience the animal world and its
home, focusing on the senses of touch and sight. Children
will be introduced to different textured elements for their
sense of touch and different projections of animal in their
habitats for them to explore...

Week 5: Big and Small, Long and Short
Big and small. Short and long. Children are invited
into a tactile exploration of big, small, long and short
objects. Moulding big and small balls of playdough or
sticking with long and short yarn, provides children with
opportunities to make connections and understanding
through this concept. For children at this stage, the
world’s various shapes and sizes and are a key element,
we focus on developing spatial awareness with materials
around them.

Week 3: Peek-a-boo, what do you see?
Children are naturally inquisitive and curious, in particular
about how all the things around them work. Who is that
in the mirror? What’s that shiny object? What’s creating
that shadow on the wall? Come explore with us as we let
curiosity reign using mirrors, light tables and projectors to
encourage inquiry, investigation and theory testing.

Week 6: Moving Objects
In our last week, children will explore the moving objects surrounding them. Look at how the ball rolls! Look
at it fly! Children are invited to join in the different
discoveries made. Intriguing their curious minds,
children learn how a ball rolls, how the swing on the
pendulum works and how far the paper airplane will fly
by observing and investigating through these
discoveries!

All the Details
Who:

6 - 18 month olds

When:
		

5 April to
17 May 2019

Time:

Fridays 11:15 - 12:15pm

Where:
		

Turf City AND
UE Square locations

$240 per 6 class package
Includes 1 Drop In Session

*redeemable from 6 or 12 class packages

www.bluehouseatelier.com

